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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a new scalable segmentation algorithm called JHMS (Joint Hierarchical and Multiresolution Segmentation) that is characterized by region-based hierarchy and resolution scalability. Most of the proposed algorithms either apply a multiresolution segmentation or a hierarchical segmentation. The proposed approach combines both multiresolution and hierarchical segmentation processes. Indeed, the image is considered as a set of images at different levels of resolution, where at each level a hierarchical segmentation is performed. Multiresolution implies that a segmentation of a given level is reused in further segmentation processes operated at next levels so that to insure contour consistency between different resolutions. Each level of resolution provides a Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) that describes the neighborhood relationships between regions within a given level of the multiresolution representation. Region label consistency is preserved thanks to a dedicated projection algorithm based on inter-level relationships. Moreover, a preprocess based on a quadtree partitioning reduces the amount of input data thus leading to a lower overall complexity of the segmentation framework. Experiments show that we obtain effective results when compared to the state of the art together with a lower complexity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation is a fundamental process in many image, video and computer vision applications. Image segmentation is used to partition an image into separate regions, according to a dedicated homogeneous criterion (texture, colors, gradient...) so that to reach a given level of granularity (regions, objects).\textsuperscript{1} Segmentation techniques generally suffer from high computational complexity as they typically process full resolution images. In this article, we propose to use a simplified version of the image so that to achieve faster segmentation solution. To this aim, a quadtree-based partitioning process is applied, leading to a non uniform subsampled image representation.

Moreover, our segmentation performs both multiresolution and hierarchy scalability, as shown on figure 1. Multiresolution representation consists of representing a given image as a set of images at different levels of resolution. In this image representation, the segmentation process is typically based on \textit{Top-down} approaches. In the literature, multiresolution segmentations rely on regular pyramids.\textsuperscript{2-4} The relationships and properties between pixels from different levels of representation are thus preserved. As for region-based hierarchical representations they rely on a bottom-up approach: seeds are first created then the number of regions is progressively reduced. Hierarchical segmentations are classically represented by irregular pyramids.\textsuperscript{5,6} Semantic or pseudo-semantic region extraction takes advantage of multiresolution representation in terms of region definition at the expense of the computational complexity. Then an effective tradeoff should be found so that to obtain both content compliant representation and a fast segmentation solution.

This paper is organized as follow: section 2 describes quadtree partitioning which is the key data structure and the regular image pyramid construction driven by the quadtree. Section 3 presents the global JHMS framework including the description of the multiresolution RAG on which inter and intra level region links rely. In section 4, experiments on Berkeley benchmark and obtained results are discussed.
2. RESOLUTION SCALABLE REPRESENTATION

In this section, we describe the preprocess steps involved in JHMS technique, i.e. the structure of the quadtree and the multiresolution pyramid.

The quadtree represents the key acceleration mechanism of our algorithm. The goal of the quadtree is to partition the image in order to reduce the processing space while preserving the semantic content of the image.

The quadtree corresponds to a block-based partition that depends on local cues of the image. With a top-down approach, each node that does not respect a given homogeneity criterion is decomposed into four sub-blocks. Figure 2 shows different decomposition steps of the quadtree. A block based image is then built following the quadtree partitioning where each block of the image corresponds to the local block mean value.

The resolution scalable representation is obtained by building a multiresolution pyramid that uses the block based image at different levels of resolution. At each level, the image is then composed of blocks of different sizes according to the quadtree partition. Let $Res^l$ be the block image at the $l^{th}$ resolution level of the pyramid.

3. JHMS FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the general JHMS framework. First we present the general principles of the segmentation technique. Secondly, we focus on the multiresolution Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) process. Finally hierarchy is considered.

3.1 General principles

The JHMS technique relies on an iterative process of the pyramid until reaching the desired level of resolution $l_{min}$. As described in figure 3, an initialization process from the low resolution image is first required.

Let $RAG^l$ be the Region Adjacency Graph at resolution level $l$, with $l \in \{l_{max}, \ldots, l_{min}\}$. Regions of the initial $RAG^{l_{max}}$ correspond to the blocks of the lowest resolution image. Then, a hierarchical segmentation modifies the $RAG^{l_{max}}$ by including hierarchical description.

Iteratively, for each level $l$ of the pyramid, the current $RAG^l$ is obtained by projecting the $RAG^{l+1}$ onto the $RAG^l$ resolution. $RAG^l$ is then updated by taking into account both the projected $RAG^{l+1}$ and changes within neighborhood relationships. Finally, a hierarchical segmentation is performed onto the current $RAG^l$. 
3.2 Multiresolution RAG

Figure 4 depicts the different steps of the multiresolution RAG algorithm. To project $RAG^{l+1}$ onto $RAG^l$ across resolution, the algorithm projects the regions labels by using the quadtree partition. Indeed it is used as a reference to decide which blocks are kept unchanged and which ones are split. Thus regions composed of at least one unchanged block are considered as fixed regions, and are directly projected in the current level. Labels of fixed regions are maintained for the next segmentation step. Inheriting labels ensures the label consistency of the segmentation. Unchanged blocks correspond to leaves of the quadtree. Thus if an unchanged block is detected at $l^{th}$ level, it means that $2^{l+1}$ pixels in the full resolution will be discarded from the computation. Consequently, the computation is reduced thanks to quadtree partitioning.

Region relationships between two successive levels are shown in figure 4. Two kinds of region relationships are obtained: regions created in $RAG^l$ with blocks from the same region in the $RAG^{l+1}$ (Figure 4.a) or regions with blocks that belong to different regions in $RAG^{l+1}$ (Figure 4.b).

![Figure 4. Inter-level regions relationships. Four regions in $Res^l$, in a) regions are composed with blocks of the same region parent. However in b) there is one region composed from blocks belonging to the two regions parents](image-url)
3.3 Hierarchical segmentation

An Extension to hierarchical representation at each level of multiresolution can be designed to overcome the natural resulting over-segmentation by selecting the segmentation granularity. This global solution called Joint Hierarchical and Multiresolution Segmentation (JHMS) provides a highly scalable region representation.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 Region merging criteria

The proposed algorithm combines two criteria. The first criterion is the difference between the mean values of two adjacent regions. The second criterion computes the gradient between blocks along the shared contour between two regions. For our experiments, we used the Locally Adaptive Resolution structure to build the quadtree and the hierarchical segmentation function. Although a learning step is recommended to find the optimal set of parameters, they have been empirically tuned relying on experiments when trying to get effective results.

![Figure 5. Scalable segmentation results](image)

4.2 Visual results

In Figure 5, resulting segmented images are shown. Regions are here presented in false color. From the left to the right, original image is first presented, then the corresponding oversampled image of labels at different resolution levels (i.e. 3, 2, 1). As can be observed, results at this resolution are satisfactory in terms of representation. In addition, the consistency of region labels is well preserved across resolutions, so that object tracking can be envisaged throughout the multiresolution. Furthermore, color gradated regions such as the sky of the first image are well detected as a single region thanks to the local gradient feature.

4.3 Objective quality of segmentation

In order to compare the proposed algorithm with the literature, obtained segmentation maps are tested against the Berkeley benchmark. This benchmark is usually used for comparing contour detector algorithms. Contour maps are thus compared with contour maps designed by human beings which are then considered as ground truth. In our experiment the BSDS300 dataset is used.
The proposed algorithm is strictly based on local gradient and mean merging criteria. To provide a fair comparison, only color-based contour detectors, from the Berkeley benchmark, that share the same features have been compared. The algorithm results have been then compared with ground truth images. As shown in table 1, JHMS obtained $F=0.60$ score. As for it, GPB$^9$ (*Global Probability of Boundary*) combines the use of local information derived from brightness, color, and texture signals to produce a contour detector. It provides the best performance on the benchmark with $F=0.70$. CG$^{10}$ (*Color Gradient*), another algorithm based on same features as the JHMS provides a score of $F=0.57$.

JHMS provides a pseudo semantic segmentation and is not able to reach object level granularity by itself. Typically, the difference of score with GPB is due to the fact that additional texture information are used in the GPB segmentation. Texture improves the segmentation results, however, extracting texture features makes the algorithm more computationally complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>GPB</th>
<th>CG</th>
<th>JHMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scores Average</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Quantitative scores on Berkeley database BSDS30

In figure 6, different contour maps are presented from GPB, CG and JHMS techniques. Most of contours in JHMS are similar to those found in the ground truth images. Neither global information nor texture features are used in JHMS. In consequence, any strong brightness or color variations within a single object lead to over-segmentation, thus penalizing the score of our algorithm. For example, to segment the tiger in the last row of figure 6, hand segmented images consider the whole tiger as a single region and one consistent contour. With the proposed algorithm, the tiger is detected as multiple adjacent regions corresponding to the stripes of the skin.

4.4 Multiresolution and quadtree partitioning influence on complexity and objective scores

In order to exhibit the influence of the quadtree partitioning and the influence of the multiresolution scalability on the computational complexity and objective scores, segmentations in different configurations have been performed on the BSDS300 dataset images. Results are here obtained using an Intel Core i7 @2.67GHz with a single thread. The average time of segmenting the 100 images of the dataset and mean scores of Berkeley benchmark have been measured.

First the influence of the quadtree partitioning is evaluated without multiresolution. Segmentations are directly performed on the full resolution image, either on pixel based images or on block based images following the quadtree partitioning. Table 2 shows that the quadtree partitioning enables a 5.5 times speed up compared
to the pixel based images. In addition the objective score with quadtree partitioning is better. This can be explained by the fact that the quadtree helps by guiding the segmentation algorithm in the image by providing a first pseudo semantic description.

Secondly the multiresolution segmentations are compared with an increasing number of resolution levels. Table 2 depicts the results of our experiments with segmentations performed without multiresolution, and with up to 4 levels of embedded resolution levels. Objective scores remain almost identical when increasing the number of resolution levels and remain close to the performances of the segmentations without multiresolution. However, using multiresolution, scalability strongly impacts the complexity. Complexity comes from both the RAG projection from one resolution level to the next and the segmentation itself at one level of resolution. With more levels of resolution the segmentation at each resolution level is simplified, therefore, more levels tend to reduce the overall complexity. As for the RAG projection mechanism, its complexity is proportional to the number of blocks. From the half resolution up to the full resolution, the RAG projection handles much more small blocks than during other previous projection steps. Therefore, the last RAG projection onto the full resolution level explains for the most part the complexity of the method. Future plans are to optimize the RAG projection and reduce the overall complexity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiresolution</th>
<th>none</th>
<th>none</th>
<th>2 levels</th>
<th>3 levels</th>
<th>4 levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quadtree partitioning</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSDS300 scores</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution time (s)</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td>1.355</td>
<td>1.300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Multiresolution and quadtree partitioning influence on complexity and objective scores

5. CONCLUSION

We present in this paper a fast segmentation method characterized by both multiresolution and hierarchical scalability. At each level, we apply a region merging approach. In the meantime, we construct a hierarchical RAG. Through the successive levels of resolution, the label consistency is insured by the dedicated RAG projection mechanism. As our approach relies on a quadtree structure, thus simplifying the image, our approach exhibits a low computational complexity. Results obtained by the proposed algorithm are effective when considering the limited amount of information used as input. Regions remain coherent with the original image content. Contours are well detected, leading to an efficient pseudo-semantic representation. Future works will be performed to improve the objective results, in order to find the optimal set of parameters. In particular, a statistical study has to be performed on the learning set of the Berkeley dataset.
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